
A further step to greater security

LEGI fence system

R pur



When people talk about security, they usually mean stability. 
But stability is only one aspect of security. Protection against 
dismantling is certainly equally important but is usually forgot-
ten. LEGI has therefore developed the bolting from the inside 
principle, the LEGI R pur concept. This makes dismantling of 

LEGI R pur

LEGI R pur R LEGI R pur R+K

LEGI R pur D LEGI R pur D+K

the fence much more difficult for intruders from the outside 
and considerably increases the security for the owner of a real 
LEGI fence. By equipping with LEGI R+ATK the LEGI R sys-
tem has TÜV and DEKRA-certified stability and security. It is 
the best child protection for your garden.

Overlapping gratings screwed from the inside.

LEGI R pur – at a glance.

www.legi.de
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The right grille for the post...

LEGI Decorative Grilles

LEGI Inclined Grilles

LEGI R-L.Q Grilles

LEGI Decorative Grilles
Elegance at the property boundary

Decorative gratings, with a shape that is usually produced only 
in expensive handwork by blacksmiths. These small differen-
ces from standard gratings can make the fence a feature.

 Elegant - The Shapes  
Individual property boundaries can be created with orna-
ments and a variety of design elements.

 Perfectly Shaped  - The Design 
Perimeters can be configured to be pleasant and personal 
with beautifully shaped ornaments or elegant grating edge 
forms.

LEGI Inclined Grilles 
Overcome height differences smoothly

The R-S.S LEGI slope grating developed by us can op-
timally reflect the terrain flow to 4 %. This is achieved by 
keeping the upright grating wires vertical but giving all the 
horizontal wires an appropriate incline. There is no need for 
expensive planning and measuring of the terrain flow or the 
elimination of possible error sources. As it runs parallel to the 
terrain, the fence system also gains a smooth, regular and 
therefore harmonious appearance.

LEGI R-L.Q Grilles
Greater transparency – unprecedented protection

The LEGI R-L.Q grating is impressive both for its high level 
of transparency and for its lightness. With the arrangement of 
the 4 horizontal reinforcing wires in conjunction with the TÜV-
certified LEGI R+ATK connecting technology, the grating 
offers unprecedented stability in terms of impact and collision 
protection. 

They are safe and can be fitted in a variety of ways – with a 
range of colours and surfaces. In conjunction with the stable, 
beautifully shaped LEGI wire posts, they increase not only the 
transparency but also the object safety with no loss of security.

Find out about the diversity of LEGI gratings at www.legi.de.
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LEGI R pur R

Gitter überlappend von innen am Rohr-
pfosten verschraubt.
Stability in post and grating

Overlapping gratings bolted with U-bolts or hook bolts from the 
inside. The overlapping gratings are hooked into the bolts and 
fastened quickly and securely from the inside.  

The advantages are obvious:
 Imposing fence in high quality design
 Continuous height offset of the gratings possible
 Surveillance cameras and lights can be attached
 Dismantling protection for defence against well organised 

intruders
 Versatile extendibility (protection from climbing over, moun-

ting by ramming, base plate…)
 TÜV and DEKRA-certified stability and security against 

destruction, huge load-bearing capacity with LEGI R+ATK
 Protection against unauthorised entry by people and ani-

mals
 Faster, less complicated construction

Security and technology
LEGI R pur R has everything that makes a security fence 
from LEGI. In connection with the ATK-BS U-bolts bolted from 
the inside, this fence system achieves an enormous tensile 
strength. 

Top View Certified Protection

 

Teile Zubehör

U-bolt
8 x 38 - 15

Hook bolt
M 8 x 60 - 34

Wide nut
M 8 x 11

Cap
60/40 arched

Other parts and accessories can be found on our website www.legi.de.

Lamella plug
LAW 1460 round

Clamping plate SK - M 8 
HS+BS / for gradation

www.legi.de
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LEGI R pur R+K

Overlapping gratings screwed to the tubu-
lar post from the inside by a clamping tube.
Stability in post and grating

Overlapping gratings bolted from the inside with a clamping 
tube. The clamping tube is tightened with stud bolts from the 
inside and ensures a secure connection.

The advantages are obvious:
 Imposing fence in high quality design
 Height offset of the gratings without additional accessories
 Surveillance cameras and lights can be attached
 Versatile extendibility (protection from climbing over, moun-

ting by ramming, base plate…)
 Dismantling protection for defence against well organised 

intruders
 Protection against unauthorised entry by people and ani-

mals
 Faster, less complicated construction
 Harmonious lines

Security and technology
LEGI R pur R+K is immensely extendable. The system adapts 
to any challenge. The gratings are fixed to the post with the 
clamping tube. Overlapping mounted gratings ensure excellent 
stability.

Top View DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified in ac-
cordance with DIN ISO 9001:2008

Tear-off nut
M8

Corner connection
LEV I - plus

Assembly aid
40/40 / 60/40

Base plate Base plate
U-shoe

Y-defender 
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LEGI R pur D

Overlapping gratings screwed to the wire 
post from the inside.
The system for increased security needs

Overlapping gratings bolted with hook bolts from the inside. 
The hook bolts form a strong, secure connection with the wire 
post. The system is even certified as a parking perimeter in car 
parks.

The advantages are obvious:
 Imposing fence in high quality design
 Continuous height offset of the gratings possible
 Greatest possible transparency and visibility
 Surveillance cameras and lights can be attached
 Versatile extendibility (protection from climbing over, moun-

ting by ramming, base plate…)
 Light, material-saving structure
 TÜV and DEKRA-certified stability and security against 

destruction, huge load-bearing capacity with LEGI R+ATK
 Protection against unauthorised entry by people and ani-

mals
 Faster, less complicated construction

Security and technology
LEGI R pur D is immensely extendable. The system adapts to 
any challenge. The gratings are bolted to the post by U-bolts or 
hook bolts. Overlapping mounted gratings interlace and ensu-
re an enormous resistance to force.

Top View Certified Protection

 

Parts Accessories

Hook bolt
M 8 x 60 - 34

Stud bolt 
M 8

Hexagonal nut
M 8

Disc 
25/35/4 -M 8 curved

Other parts and accessories can be found on our website  www.legi.de.

Capping plugs
flat 40/20 black

Clamping plate  SK - M 8 
HS+BS / for gradation

www.legi.de
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LEGI R pur D+K

Overlapping gratings screwed to the wire 
post from the inside by a clamping tube.
Stability in post and grating

Overlapping gratings bolted from the inside with a clamping 
tube. The clamping tube conceals the bolts in the post from 
the outside. The roof beam-like design of the posts ensures 
immense stability.

The advantages are obvious:
 Imposing fence in high quality design
 Height offset of the gratings without additional accessories
 Greatest possible transparency and visibility
 Surveillance cameras and lights can be attached
 Versatile extendibility (protection from climbing over, moun-

ting by ramming, base plate…)
 Light, material-saving structure with few components
 Protection against unauthorised entry by people and ani-

mals
 Faster, less complicated construction
 Harmonious lines

 
Security and technology
LEGI R pur D+K is immensely extendable. The system adapts 
to any challenge. The gratings are connected by one clamping 
tube per post. Overlapping mounted gratings ensure high sta-
bility.

Top View DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified in ac-
cordance with DIN ISO 9001:2008

Tear-off nut
M 8

Corner joint  
LEV II

Corner joint 
LEV III - plus

Base plate Base plate
U-shoe

Base plate
L-angle 
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LEGI GmbH
Im Meerfeld 83 - 89
47445 Moers

E-Mail: post@legi.de
Tel.: 0 28 41 / 7 89-0
Fax: 0 28 41 / 7 89-10 www.legi.de

The specialist LEGI dealer in your area

Wire gauges Mesh spacing

Type a + b/c 25 x 200 35 x 200 50 x 200 100 x 200

R-S 8 + 6

R-M 7 +5/8

R-L 6 + 4/6

Wire gauges/Mesh spacingCorrosion Protection (LKS)

LKS I hot-dip galvanised  DIN EN ISO 1461

LKS II * electro-galvanised DIN 50961 and additional powder coated

LKS IV hot-dip galvanised DIN EN ISO 1461 and  powder coated

* Applies for gratings only

Standard colours (SF)

SF I SF II SF III

RAL 6005
Moss green

RAL 9010
Pure white

RAL 5010
Gentian blue

RAL 6009 
Fir green

RAL 7023
Concrete grey

RAL 8014
Sepia brown

RAL 7016
Anthracite

RAL 9005
Black

RAL 3000
Fire red

RAL 7030
Stone grey

We supply more RAL 
colours upon request.

 series, in stock

 upon request

Certified Protection

LEGI R pur R
LEGI R pur D

TÜV tested and approved
in accordance with DIN 1055-9 : 2003-08 p.6.3.1.(7).

For static loads
- 2 KN/m at height 500 mm
- 5 KN/m at height 1200 mm

(Authorised e.g. as fall protection in car parks)

DEKRA-certified quality

The production is certified  
in accordance with  
DIN ISO 9001:2008

1,030 mm

1,230 mm

1,430 mm

1,630 mm

1,830 mm

830 mm

630 mm

2,030 mm

2,230 mm

2,430 mm

Possible grille heights


